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Abstract 

The current telephone network protocol is best suited for audio transmissions. and is not 

panicularly video- or data-fkiendly. However, data trafnc growth is four times that of 

voice tcaffic. This trend indicates the need for a network protocol that incorporates multi- 

media trafic. One solution is a distributed intelligence network ninning over an ATM 

network. The intelligence is distributed in such a way as to allow the switches to provide 

bandwidth and some intelligence, while aUowing end terminais to provide for additionai 

functionality. This is similar to the Intemet mode1 which also employs distributed 

intelligence acmss its network. The Specification and Description Language (SDL) is 

used to develop and simulate the protocol. Possible applications for this protocol include 

use as a firewd for comection to the telephone network and as an advanced server 

providing supplementary services such as c d  forwarding based on the caUerID. 

Keywords: Telephone Network, Specification and Description Language (SDL), 

multimedia protocol, Video Conference, ADSL. ATM, User Interface 
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1. Introduction 
Current trends in telephony indicate that revenues fkom data services w u  oveaake voice 

revenues before the year 2000. Gcowth in data is occucring at approximately 25% per 

year. whiie voice averages growth of only 68% wcSp95]. It is projected that by the year 

2000, voice aaffic WU be only 6û% of telecommunications firm revenue, with the 

remaining portion coming Born emerging technologies [Chil96]. The cry for 

"bandwidth-on-demand" wiU only increase. as more people use e-mail, 

videoconferencing, LAN and WAN connections (including access b m  home) and 

interactive applications. 

Consumers are asking for faster connections. with increased flexibiiity. Users need a 

network that will carry theV data, but also allow them to add their own features. There 

are two trends: one is toward increasing the network intelligence (in areas such as routing 

and speed); the other trend is toward inc~asing intelligent user equipment (in areas such 

as features and user interfaces). Asyuchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) offers the faster 

switching and higher baadwidth, while allowing (and more oftea. requiring) increased 

intelligence at the end terminal. The PC is becoming ubiquitous in the office and home 

enviromeats, and c m  provide the uecessary intelligence. 

This thesis is organized as foiiows: 

Section 2 presents some background on the current state of the art in telephony. 

Section 3 describes a Distributcd bteiiigence and user Empowered mtwork 

(DRTEN) rnodel. It is fvst dexribed in general terms, and then using the Specification 

and Description Language (SDL). 

D. Dueck, Sep 3. 1997 
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0 Section 4 describes the implementation of the DIUEN and presents simulations for 

supported audio, vide0 and data featws. 

Section 5 pcesents observations on the protocoi. 

Section 6 concludes the thesis- 

The thesis assumes familiarity with ATM and current telephony techwlogy. The ATM 

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP), Point-to-Multipoint and Multipoint-to- 

Multipoint protocols refe~nced in the thesis are still under development, and their 

operation may change when they are standardized by the International 

Telecommunication Union and ATM Forum- 

D. Dueck. Sep 3, 1997 - 3 -  
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2. Background 
Consumers today are connected to many different networks via coax cable (cable TV), 

twisted pair & fibre (telephone). and wire1ess W. Coble TV provides a 300 Mb/s Link 

through a bmadcast-only network. The telephone nenvork is bi-directional and circuit- 

switched, but offers ody a fraction of the bandwidth. Wbile the latest data modems 

curreatly provide a paltry 33.6 kbaud link, Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) 

and ATM promise to provide signincant bandwidth gains. Wireless linkî continue to 

appeal to customers buying cellular phones and satellite dishes in unprecedented 

numbers. AU this means growth in the networkirig world. 

The telephone and computer companies have proposed the ATM protocol as a new 

cornmunications standard- ATM enables a simcant paradigm shift: instead of an 

intelligent nefwork-dumb terminal, the structure would be quite the opposite - a fast 

packet switching network with much of the intelligence located in the teminals on the 

end points of the network. This frees the network from providing additional features that 

can be better provided by the end temiinal. lastead, the network focuses on performing 

routing and providing the best switching speed possible. 

Intelligent termimils suppoa basic and enhanced telephony features. This aLiows uses to 

create their own services without requiring the telco to test and provide them. This is 

analogous to upgrading software on a PC. If a consumer wants the latest and greatest 

version of Netscape, or some other networkhg software, they just go out and buy it. The 

previous version still offers the same basic functionaiity, but by upgrading to the latest 

version, the consumer gains a few more features. Naturally, they are also responsible to 

D. Dueck. Sep 3, 1997 - 4 -  
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ensure that this next version of software is actually better than the previous; but again, the 

responsibility lies with the owner. They are empowered to make their own choices 

regarding their software. 

The benefits of the distributed intelligence mode1 c m  be seen by examining current 

Internet deployment A few years ago, temiinal accounts on a central computer located at 

a university were the common way to access the Intemet. Today, through the use of the 

Serial LinelInternet Protocol (SLIP) and Point-to-Point (PPP) networking protocols, users 

are empowered to run high level programs on their own personal cornputers. These 

prograrns include the popular World Wide Web browser Netscape [Nets97], and the e- 

mail program Eudora [Eud097]. Their use highlights the need for faster Intemet 

connections. While some irnpmvements bave been made in modem technology and 

compression, bandwidth is still a limited commodity. 

In summary, as the Internet has benefited from the use of more intelligent (and 

empowered) end-terminais, a similar improvement in the functionaiity and the user- 

interface could be realued by the telephone network as weli. especiaily as the ATM 

protocol becomes a popular standard. 
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2.1 The Current Telephone M o d e l  

The current telephone network in North America uses expensive switching devices and 

an inadequate user interface (Figure 2.1). Telephone companies build their networks with 

expensive switches. The Common Channel Signaling System 7 (CCS7) protocol enables 

the switches to implement popular telephony features that we use each day (basic c d ,  

cail forward. etc.) using large centralized prograrns, which increase the potential of global 

service outages and difnculties with each upgrade or added feature. There are also 

considerable software maintenance costs. Thus. reducing the cost and complexity of the 

1 Figure 2- 1 Toaky's Tetephone Nework M& 

software on the switch is =desirable objective. 

Furthemore, the user interface for the telephone network is primitive, and it has difficulty 

supporthg advanced services. Though the telephone is over 120 years old, it has changed 

very Little over the last couple decades. Users are farniliar with the current. though 

Limited, set of status messages (busy and ~ g i n g ) ,  but the situation does not allow for an 

expanded set of features and status messages. Further, there is a plethora of features that 

are becoming available, but only a s m d  percentage of these features are actuaiiy used, 

because of the complexity in invoking and ushg them.' A Bellcore study of some of these 

'Flow rnany people actually know how to use the conference feature on their phone anyway, or remember whar the 
nurnber was CO invoke the "Who calied me?" or "Cal1 Again" feanire. Was is *69. or 70? Or is *70 cancel cal1 
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new and advanced features where residents lived with a subset of 27 new features found 

that while customers liked the new features, they focused on and used oniy two or three 

of the new services. [Schw93] 

An intelligent terminal (such as a cornputer) provides a graphical user interface to the 

user, solving the user-interface problem. 

W e  the current protocol is acceptable for a voice-only network, it wili not be suffîcient 

in a multi-media environment Thus, with the approaching increase in bandwidth, the 

telephone user interface wiU need to be upgcaded as weii. This can happen, if we utiiize a 

telephone network mode1 which distributes the intelligence, u<iliUng intelligent tenninals 

(telephony equipped cornputers). 

fonuard? Aiso of note, the *-xx double digit coding may saon be extended IO a *-WC threeiiigit code, 
compounding the problem of remembering codes. 
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2.2 Background to SDL 

The Distributed Intelligence User-Empowered Network ( D m  project was 

implemented and simulated in the Specification and Description Language (SDL) because 

of SDL's appiicability in the telecommunications field. This section explains some of the 

history of SDL, followed by a brief tutorid to assist in understanding the rest of the 

thesis. 

2.2.1 Introduction 

SDL is a standard language for s p e c m g  and descnbing systems. The KU developed 

and standardized it in Recornmendatioa 2.100. The development on SDL started in 1972, 

and the first version was issued in 1976. There have been later refmements (80, 84, 88 

and 92) which have brought SDL to the state where it is considered nuzture BeHS911. 

Since SDL is an international standard, it is independent of the iaterests of specific 

companies and vendors, thus free from domineering involvement. There are no Licensing 

restrictions, and it seems Likely that it wiil be supported in the hture by the KU. 

It is generally accepted in project planning that the key to success is a thorough set of 

functional specifications and system requirements. SDL provides a tool that aiiows 

specifications to be used to give an overview of a most iikely complex system. This 

specification can then be used as a basis for deriving implementatioas, especially when 

communications are between different people, in possibly different companies. This 

process shifts the paradigm, and is in direct contrast to the traditional method of using a 

D. Dueck. Sep 3.1997 - 8 -  
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cornputer program to simulate different alternatives, since that process is more difficult 

(and usually intractable) due to cost and timedelay factors @3eHo89]. 

2.2.2.1 System 
In SDL terms, a system is the universe of existence. It models a real life application. 

The envininment is everytbing that is no? the system - in our case, the application served 

by the protocol. The system's behiour is way these the system and environment 

interact. The behaviour is characterized by the sum of the behaviour of aii of its 

processes - see Figure 2.2. 

Environment 

Figure 2.2 System Behaviour [afrer BeHo891 

Processes are extended-finite-state-machines that communicate with other processes and 

the environment using signals. This behavior is the fundamental aspect of our study. 

In practice however, a system does not move directly to processes. At least one level of 

abstraction is necessary to organize a whole system into structures. This level is caiied a 

block - it is the intermediate step between the system and pmcess descriptions. Figure 2.3 

shows an example, using a tree-like structure. System S is dîvided into two blocks, B 1 

and B2. Each block is in turn broken down into two and three processes respectively. 
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System S 
i 

Block B I  Block 82 

Process 
P l  1 P l1  P21 P22 P23 

I Figure 2-3 System Structure broken in10 BI& and Processes [after Beffo89 J 

We will now take a short excursion into a conuived example to illustrate the SDL 

concepts of a system, block and processes, as weii as another major idea, the Message 

Sequeace Chart (MSC). 

The example begins with the specifïcation of a simple function - the 2 button on a 

calcuiator. An entire calculator could be described, but one button is enough to illustrate 

the idea- 

Design a systern that accepts a number as input, 

calculates its square, and returns the result. 

For example, if input = 4, then output = 42 = 16 

This very simple system starts with a block with two channels (a channel carries a signai 

back and forth)-in physical t em.  it could be a wire, fibre. wireless channel, or even 

visual contact using something like smoke signals. Figure 2.4 shows this very simple 

system. A system diagram shows how ai l  the objects interact together and with the 

environment, 
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There is one block which uses 3 signals to interact with its environment: a number (eg. 4), 

an answer (cg. 16), and a quit message. Signais Num and Answer accept parameters, the 

same as any progcamming language. 

System Square W)  

The next srnalier object inside the system is a block. A block is a part of the systcm that 

can be considered as a self-cootained object A block diagram contains a number of 

items: 

a block name (eg. SquareBlck in Figure 2.5) 

signal descriptions (see also Figure 2.5) 

signai and channel routes for intemal and environment (extemal) signals. and block- 

to-block signals. (RI in Figure 2.5 is an internai signal route) 

D. Dueck, Sep 3, 1997 - 1 1  - 
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Squaref roc 

Figure 2-5 Bfock square block J 
The calculaior example contains one block (SquareBlck). which does ail of its 

mathematical processing inside its one process, which will be described next. 

2.2.2.3 Processes 
The process diagram is the heart of the specification. A process is a state machine and 

shapes the behavior of a system. In conventional programming lingo, it is Like afinction. 

though it contains both code and data-and it exhibits behavior (output) based on its 

inputs. The fuil code for this example can be found in the appendk. 

A process is an extended finite state machine (EFSM). In an EFSM, processes move 

from state to state, as they wait for specific inputs fiom other processes or the 

environment. This behavior of a process is described by the senes of States and 

transitions oust as it is in petri graphs). The 5 cornmon syrnbols used in processes are 

given in Figure 2.6. These symbok are used to start a process, denote a state, wait for an 
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Figure 2-6 Basic Sytnb0i.r used in Processes 

input. execute a statement (eg. let x:=x+l) and send an output to some other process. 

Processes are created directly h m  the behavior of a FSM. 

Figure 2.7a shows the FSM for the [x2] calculator button. This FSM has 2 States (idle. 

quit). When the machine is in the idle state, it can perfom a transition to the next state 

(which just happens to be a r e m  back to the beginnùig) idle, or the quit state (which 

completes the program). These transitions are initiated by the Num input signal or the 

Quit input signai. During this transition the process produces the Answer output. 

Figure 2.7b shows the actual SDL code for the EFSM in Figure 2.7a 
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P rocess Square? roc 

Figure 2.7 The (a) Calculator Finite State Machine anà (6) Process diagram 

2.2.2.4 The Message Sequence CItarî 
We move from a description of the language syotax into presenting useful simulation 

results in a form that is easily understood. 

The Message Sequence Chart (MSC) offers a graphicd representation of the dynamic 

behavior of an SDL system. It shows the relationships between signals and timings by 

showing messages in a tirne relative format as they are passed h m  one process to 

another. A key feature of MSCs is that they present an easy means to undentand 

simulation outputs which cm be used to ver@ an SDL system pele97,p20]. This is 

useful for testing vendor implementations against a specification. As part of the design 

phase, an MSC can be distributed to vendors and aU implementations can be checked 
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Figure 2.8 MSC Chart For the Colculoror Euunpie 

agauist the MSC thus ensuring that the hardware and software complies with the 

specification MSC. 

Figure 2.8 shows the MSC output for the calculatoc example. Information interchange is 

carried out by sending messages back and forth between the environment (the user) and 

the SquareProc procedure. The figure shows 5 messages, which can be broken into 2 

pairs and a single. The fmt pair of messages show the user (environment) entering the 

NU, 2 and sending it to the SquareProc, which calculates the h s w e r  "4". The 

second pair repeats the Num/Answer pair, except ihis time it uses "45", and expects a 

reply of "2 02 5 . " The last message is Quit, which quits the process, and causes the 

instance of SquareProc to f ~ s h ,  and "'die." 
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2.2.2.5 Other Feaîures of SDL 
This section outlining SDL's capabilities and features is very brief by design. SDL 

supports an object oriented paradiwomplete with classes, polyrnorphism, and 

inheritance. The SDL twl used for this project (sdt [Telegfù also supports a 'validatoi' 

tool-an automatic explorer that can be used to h d  emrs and possible problems in an 

SDL system. The tool supports both an exhaustive search/test mode (which quickiy 

degenerates under anything more than a trivial SDL example) and a random walk 

function for Iarger systems, with more "paths" than c m  reasonably be explored. 

The ISO and lTU have adopted two other standards for SDL - TTCN and ASN.1. These 

standards introduce the idea of abstract test suites consisting of abstract test cases. TTCN 

(Tree & Tabular Combined Notation) is a description of a set of tests that should be 

executed for the system. ASN. 1 (Abstract Syntax Notation 1) is a generic notation to 

describe information independent of the transfer format [Tele97]. 

SDL is a rich language, suitable for both quick and simple test cases, and for creating 

large systems. and generating production code directly h m  SDL diagrams. This section 

was intended to give a brief overview of the language and capabilities. For a more 

detailed tutorial and explanation, the reader is encouraged to explore @eHS91], [Sari931 

and [Sann91]. 
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3. DlUEN Protocol Model 
The motivation for the Distributed Intelligence-User Empowered Network (DIUEN) 

protocol is to separate the network connectivity h m  the intelligence necessary to provide 

basic and advanced telephony features. and to extend the capabilities to include not oaly 

audio functionality, but video and data as weil. Figure 3.1 shows an intelligent network 

which utilizes intelligent end-terminais such as standard phones, video phones and 

I Figure 3. I The Distribured /nteMigence Nenvork Architecture 

each other. 

1 
cornputers. Figure 3.2 shows an expanded look at two intelligent terminais connecting to 

The Specification and Description Language (SDL) was chosen to model the D E N  

protocol because of its patticular applicability in protocol design. The ITU has developed 

and standardized SDL for unambiguous specification and description of the behavior of 

telecommunications systems. For example, the 4.93 1 protocol [Q93 11 (N-ISDN) is 

specified using a combination of Engiish and SDL. SDL aiso provides the ability to 

simulate, test and distribute protocol specifications. 

The DIüEN protocol described here does not implement the end-temiinal functionality. 

The protocol is the application entity portion of the application layer, which the 

application uses to comrnunicate with its peers. 
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The following section describes the protocol from a high level, and then in more detail 

ushg SDL in the next chapter- 

3. i Functional Cal1 Mode1 

We have developed a c d  model to model the User-Empowered Network (Figure 3.2). In 

this model. the application is responsible for creatbg and answeriag "caiis" -hich c m  

be any combination of audio. video and data CAS. The model foilows the concept of out- 

of-band signaling, (simüar to SS7 signaling). 

Figure 3.2. User to User Control - Calt Modei in the Terminal Equbment 
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The originating cal1 object creates a contml object for end-to-end signahg; the conuoi 

object then creates a comection type object (audio. video, or data, depending on the 

application requirements.) It is important to note that a caii can have multiple 

connections (a c d  can have an audio and video co~ection). and there can be multiple 

calls between each application (an application may have two audio connections acting as 

a conference cd . )  

Two other objects are included in Figure 3.2, but are beyond the scope of this protocol: A 

UNI (User-Network Interface) signahg object, and a NNI (Network-Network Interface) 

network signalhg object These objects are needed to simulate e n d - t ~ n d  comectivity 

and interface with the network. 

The next chapter describes each object in p a t e r  detail. presenting SDL code and 

documentation regarding the implementation. 
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4. System Architecture 

4.1 The Caîi Mode1 lmplementatlon in SDL 

Our SDL system models three tetminals (3 ITerms) and a muter (Router). We use three 

terrninals because this aliows aN the functionality we aeed when implementing a mode1 of 

the existing telephone network. Three terminais are enough to simulate basic cails (fiom 

A to D), transferring, conferencing, c d  rejection and most other features. The Router 

object simulates the UNI and NM signahg objects. Even though the purpose of this 

protocol is not to duplicate or replace the network, but to simulate the end terminal 

equipment. we need the aetwork part in order to completely simulate the protocol. 

The lines in Figure 4.1 are communication charnels between different objects. The three 

charnels labeled Cl ,  C2 and C3 are used by temiioals A, l3 and C to communkate with 

the environment to send a message (eg. the phone is ringing). RR{1-3) carry network 

addressing resolution messages fkom the termiaals to the router module. Address 
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resolution is needed for the simulations because SDL canaot docate an address to an 

object prior to it king instantiated. 

The Two DIüEN B k k s  

There are two types of blocks used in the system: The ITem block models the behavior 

of an intelligent terminal (eg. a computer workstation); the Router block emuiates the 

network and its muting capabilities. Generafiy, we expect that the network is "there" and 

will route our calls wherever and whenever we ask. (Not always, however, as there are 

still issues such as blocking and busy.) The next two sections discuss each block. 

4.1.1 The IT'em Block 

An ITem block is a desktop computer, workstation or some other telephony terminal. 

The Intelligent Terminal is represented by a block containing 5 pracesses: a terminal 

(Terni), a conuol object (ControlObj), md three classes of service: Audio, Wdeo and 

Data. The hinctional block layout of an intelligent terminal is given in Figure 4.2. 

Each process communicates with the others using a variety of messages. While each 

process wiil be described in hirther detail in section 0, the basic functionality of each 

process is given here: 

Term - Haudles most of the user-interface, passing messages back and forth between 

the environment and the Control Object. For example, this handles a comection 

request (EC0~req) corning from the environmenk-when the user picks up the phone 

and diah a number. The Term process also bandles requests such as setting or 

clearing forward calls, and answering phone caiis. 
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ControlObj - handles al1 of the end-toend signaling. It is responsible for instantiating 

Audio. Video and Data processes as required. The control object handles aii c d  

Figure 4.2, The Intefiigent Tennùiat - SDL Represeniatwn 

setup requests and rejections. and coderence and transfer functionality. 

Audio - Once a connection has been requested and set up, the Control Object passes 

control to the Audio process which handles ali audio specific signaling functionality. 

Putthg a c d i  on hold is an example. The actual impiementation depends on the type 

of transport layer, such as an ATM AAL layer, or an ADSL comection 

Video - The video process handles signaling after the control process initially sets up 

a video c d .  It handles simiiar types of hinctionaüty as the audio process, though 

fiom a video perspective. 
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Data - This object handles packet data c d s .  Under ATM it is possible to select 

Quality of Service parameters such as Constant Bit Rate (CBR), Variable Bit Rate 

(VBR), Available Bit Rate (ABR), as weli as peak, average and minimum bit rates. 

The data process handles these as AAL5 connections. 

Thus, the ITerm block is the main block in the protocol. Each of our three temiiaals 

(prototype users) has one of these terminais which communicates with their cornputer's 

applications. 

4.1.2 The Router Block 

The Router block (Figure 4.3) contains one pmcess (Router) and a function that acts W<e 

an Internet Domain Name Service @NS) service which is caiied when a terminal 

requests the ID of another terminal for the purposes of initiahg a comection. 

Figure 4.3 The S M  Router Bfock 
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The purpose of the DRTEN protocol and this thesis is not to explore the different routing 

protocols. Thus, the router block given here has been crafted in such a way as to allow 

the DRTEN protcicol to be simulated, removing the emphasis h m  the routing. The actual 

routing functions wiU depend on the implementation of the protocol. For example. ATM 

routing protocols are stiü king investïgated by othen, and the DIUEN implementation 

would need to take advantage of such protocols as IP (Internet Pn,tocol) Next Generation 

or the Interim Local Management Interface (ILMI) protocol [AüegS].  

The Router block contains two functions. The fint fùnction implements the registration 

process. Every Intelligent terminal when it is activated (plugged in) needs to register 

itseif with the network. This is accomplished by calhg the Process Router and passing 

it a parameter such as a hardware senal number, or MAC address, or some other unique 

identifier that the router may or may not know. The router can then perform a table 

lookup to assign a telephone number or 1P address to the terminal. 

Though it is not implemented in this simulation, there would need to be secwity checking 

in place, to prevent address spoofmg, and other security holes. Perhaps if a hardware 

serial number does not exist in the routing table, then the router WU not route those 

addresses-instead requiring a manual registration event to v e m  the authenticity of a 

specific hardware address. 

Regardless, for simulation purposes, the registration function simpiy assigns a number 

(denoted by the variable index) between one and three to each of the three terminais. This 

procedure is outlined in Figure 4-4a. The router function begins by initiaking the index 

variable to zero. Then the process moves to an infinite loop, ïmplementing the 

- - -  
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registration procedure; it waits for a whoami message. and then (in this case) assigns a 

number to the tennïnai. 

Process Router 

i 
:ContidObj I lnitiator - to get the desUenPID of a t being 'caîled' 
'INPUT: A phone Number IRETUANS: Pld for ais ûestïnation T e n '  Object 

Figure 4.4 a) TenninaI Registration 6) DestUIcrtion PID Lookup 

The other function that the Router block serves is a function similar to the Internet DNS 

(Domain Name Service) daemon. The function (Get-DestPld Figure 4.4b) accepts a 

phone number (or IP address. or whatever numbering scheme) as input, and retums the 

ProcessID of that phone number. This is needed to resolve addresses in SDL, since it 

does not have static addresses, but assigns all addresses at nin-time. The hinction is 

caiied by any of the ITenn processes which need to get addresses of remoteldestination 

ITerms. 

In summary, the Router block bas ~ r o  main hinctions: a registration function, which 

registers intelligent terminais when they are initialized, and a DNS function, which 

resolves the telephone numbers with their appropriate run-time Process IDs. 
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4-12 ITERMProcesses 

As stated earlier, an intelligent terminal (ITemi) is a collection of five processes working 

together with each other. The next five sections will explain in detaii the ControlObj, 

TermObj, Audio, Video and Data objects. Figure 4.2 shows the layout of the terminal. 

4.1.3.1 ControIObj k e s s  
The control object is the "brain" of the intelligent terminal. It controls al1 of the end to 

end connections, as weU as facilitates communication between the environment (the user) 

and the various comection objects (audio, video and data). 

A controi object process is spawned either when a user indicates that they wish to initiate 

a connection, or as a response to an extemal comection request coming fiom another 

control object. Thus, it runs in basicaily one of two modes - as an initiator, or a 

responder. However, the protocol is symmetric, as the control object hanciles both 

initiator and responder modes. 

In initiator mode. the ControlObj process is spawned when the Terrn process (described 

in the next section) sends a message to initiate a [audiolvideoldata] comection. The 

control object spawns the appropnate cype of comection on the initiator side, sen& a 

request for a comection to the destination terminal, aad waits for a response. 

ln responder mode, the ControlObj is spawned when the Tenn process receives a request 

for a comection h m  the network. Again, the control object spawns the appropnate type 

of connection (according to the request) and sends back an acknowledgment to the 

initiating control object. 
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In the usual process of a comection, most of the control object's duties end afier 

spawning a co~ection (audio/video/data) object There are however. a few special cases 

where the control object continues to influence a comection. One example is in a c d  

forwarded temiinal. m e n  a user redirects their terminal to point to another terminal, the 

control object is charged with the task of redirecting comection requests to the 

appropriate terminal. This occurs when an initiating control object sends a c o ~ e c t i o n  

request to a respondet conaol object hstead of responding with a 

c~nnection~response, the responder sen& back a co~ection~c&-forwarded response, 

and redllects the initiating control object to a different destination. 

The other special case a control object handies is multiple connections into a conference 

call. In this case, there are two separate calls, with two separate sets of control and 

comection objects. Remember, a cal1 can have multiple connections, and there can be 

multiple calls. When a conference is requested, the control objects undertake the 

procedure where one control object "adopts" the second connection. and the other control 

process ends. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
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ïgure 4.5 Two Conml Objects merging inro a Conference 

The control object has one fmal duty: it handles the termination of a connection. A 

termination can corne nom either the initiator or the responder, and the control object 

sends a termination message to the other control object, and then terminates its child 

processes. 

4.1.3.2 Term Rocess 
The Term process handles the interface between the user and the intelligent terminal. 

Thus. it is aptly named "TERM", since it functions like a terminal between two different 

entities. 1t handles connection requests, initialization, and interface requests fiom the 

environment to the other objects. 

The Tem object has a similar organization to that of the control object - it handles both 

initiator requests (from the environment) and responder requests (from the network). 

Term handles requests by passing them to its appropriate control object. As there is a 
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one-to-many relationship between Temi and Control, there can be many control objects. 

so the Tem process needs to distinguish between objects when forwarding messages. 

A second duty the Term object handles is the initiaiization stage. When a terminal is fmt 

brought onhe. it issues a whoami broadcast; the Router rrsponds by assigning a number 

(phone nurnber, IP address, or any other identifier) which uniquely identifies the 

intelligent tenninal. 

A third duty the Tenn object handles is feature interaction with the user. The term 

accepts set and clear messages for both hold and cal1 fonvard. AU of these messages 

corne fiom the environment (the user). Other handled messages are discomect, 

intermediate cal1 setup messages, and status messages used for displayhg various 

terminal parameters, 

In summary, the Terrn object handles the interface between the environment/user and the 

control objects, which handle the connections for each c d .  The functions that the Term 

handles are the application programming interface (APT) for a telephony application. 

4.1.3.3 Audio, Video d Dafa Rocesses 
The final three processes are each similas. The audio, video and data processes (AVD 

processes) aU are spawned by a control object which then rnonitors ai i  of the end-toend 

activity between two comected processes. Like the ControlObj process, AVD processes 

have initiator and responder components, which are necessary for setting up comections. 

After two control object processes have been detennined to be an initiator and a 

responder, they spawn appropnate AVD processes, which then cornmunicate with each 
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other in an effort to set up an appropriate co~ection. It is here that specific 

communication parameters are negotiated-for example. Quality of Service guarantees. 

bandwidth requirements for a charnel, the level of software tbat each side supports. For 

example, in the arpna of video, each terminal may support different standards and 

protocols; the two tenninals need to agree on a common protocol and format for the 

duration of the comection. 

There are some dinerences between the three types of processes. Hold is a feahue that is 

common to audio and video, yet its implementation is markedly Werent. In an audio 

comection, the net effect of a hold is to mute one or both sides of a conversation; in 

video. hold stops the transmission of video. In a data co~ection, hold does not have the 

s m e  effect, since each type of data connection could be serving a different type of 

application-a shared whiteboard, a common picture, or playing a game over a network 

connection. However, the net effect in aU cases is to give the sender some pnvacy. 

There are two types of data connections. One data process is irnplemented using the 

sendmail protocol, while the other data process is designed as an ATM Adaption Layer 

(AAL) protocol tunnel, and aliows the setup of an AALS connection between two 

intelligent terminais. This type of co~ection is intended to be a "catch ail" type of 

comection, as many connections can be implemented over an AALS comection. New 

protocols that do not fit into the audio or video realm cm be implemented here. The 

former data comection is intended to work in the same way the Intemet hanciles mail 

connections [Rfc821], which occur in a non-real time basis. and occur over a "longer- 
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term." This would be the ideai way to handle intemet mail, voice mail, video mail, or 

other types of the-insensitive "mail". 

4.1.3.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter we have lwked ai both the Router block, and the ITerrn block. W e  have 

loùked inside the Router block at its two functions, as weii as looking at the five 

processes inside the intelligent terminal. The lTenn uses the Tena process as the 

interface between the environment and the intelligent terminal. and the ControlObj 

process convols ali of the end-to-end audio, video and data coanections. 

Where this chapter focused on detailing the functional blocks that comprise the protocol. 

the next chapter wili explain the protocol h m  a user's perspective by demonstcating a 

few simulations. 

. . - - - - - - - - - pp - 
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5. Protocol Simulations 
The 1 s t  section inaoduced the intelligent terminal with its five components. Each 

component was deiailed and its hinctionality descfibed. This chapter takes the next step 

by descnbing many of the simulation possibilities that arise. The simulations begin with 

the setup of a terminal, moving on to reguiar audio calls, call forward, coderence. 

transfer, and then video caiis with the same types of features as the audio set. 

Before moving to the simulations, a shoa digression wiU be taken to explain the three 

state appmach to protocol development, and how it relates to this thesis. 

5.1 The Three-State Appmach to Protocol Development 

The KU and ANSI have adopted a three-stage pmcess for developing protocols [Bour96]. 

Stage 1 bnefly describes the protocol from the user's perspective. 
Stage 2 describes the information flows. 
Stage 3 describes the signahg procedure (the protocol implementation). 

The DIUEN protocol utilizes the three-state modei in development. This thesis focuses 

on stages 1 and 2. Stage 1 describes each feature an English perspective; in the case 

of the DIUEN protocol, the features are common. and quite easy to describe in English. 

Stage 2 outlines the information flows between entities. The DIEUN protocol uses some 

information flows that differ nom the standards, but it is precisely these differences that 

make the protocol unique. Each of the foiiowing sections describes stages 1 and 2. 
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5.2 Terminal Setup 

The fmt step when ushg an ITem is to register each terminal with the mutersimilar to 

the way Reverse ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) works in the UMX world [Stev90]. 

Reverse ARP was invented in order to dodoad  IP addresses h m  a central semer to 

diskiess workstations on a LAN- RARP is necessary for our SDL simulations. because 

SDL c m  not docate addresses before a terminal is instantiated- in a real 

implementation. au intelligent terminal would remember its permanent address. 

However. ITems need to register their presence on the network when they are initiaily 

comected to the network because the network needs to know that ceaain addresses are 

active. 

Figure 5.1 shows the setup procedure- Terni-1-1 (also known as A) sends a w h o a m i  

message to the router. nquesting a phone number which corresponds to its own serial 

number (something Mce an ethemet address). A stores thîs number and is ready. The 

router stores the number pair as weil, so that it c m  perform routing functions. 
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This setup procedure happens once for each terminal when the simulations begin (the step 

is the power-on, or "pluggiog into the network"). Once registered. terminais are ready to 

initiate and respond to cails to and from the network. 

5.3 Message Nomenclature 

Before we describe an audio c d .  it is important to understand the message nomenclature 

- the format of the messages as they are passed between entities. This section describes 

some of the messages that the protocol uses to communicate with the environment and 

between the different processes. 

The format for messages is loosely based on the inres (initiator-responder) protocol 

described by [SariW,pî 11. Each message is the concatenation of three pieces. 

The k t  piece is either "E" (messages from the environment), or "C" (control 
messages between abjects). 
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$::: 
DIS 

ind 

resp 

conf 
I I 

Figure 5.2 Message Buiidhg 

The second piece indicates the stage of the cd. There are three pssibilities: CON 
(comection), DAT (for data exchanged during a connection) and D I S  (discomect). 

The third piece is a lower case word representing the state of the second piece. These 
messages are usually passed back and forth in order. They are req (request), ind 
(indicate), resp (response) and conf (confkm), and occur in this ordet 

Figure 5.2 shows the graphical construction of the ECONreq message. For example, the 

command to begin a comection (eg. an audio connection) is ECONreq - "A conoection 

request fiom the user/environment." 

A variety of messages can be created using this standard format. The CON commands set 

up connections, DAT commands send out-of-band data during connections, and DIS 

commands terminate connections. Table 5.1 shows the most common inres services in 

another format. 

Table 5.1 Inres Services 
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Primitive 
CON 
DAT 
DIS 
SetCFWD 
ClearC M D  

Description 
Co~ection setup 
Data exchangeci during a connection 
Comec tion termination 
Set Cali Fonivard 
Clear Cal1 Forward. 

Req 
4 
d 
d 
d 
4 

Ind 
4 
4 
4 

Resp 
4 

Conf 

4 ,  
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A few other commands are used in this protocol. They appear mostly in intermediate 

setup steps, sendhg messages (eg. SetCallFwd) between different ITerm modules, and 

data comection commaods, which foliow a different class of comection protocol 

altogether. 

5.4 Audio 

Any multi-media protocol offered as an extension to the current telephone network 

protocol shouid interwork with legacy protocols. Thus, the DRTEN protocol for audio 

supports the N-ISDN protocol commands, especiaiiy since eady versions of the protocol 

were based heavily on the SDL code included in the 4.931 protocol [Q93 11. The audio 

portion handes a representative subset of features. including initiahg caii requests and 

caU answering. rejection, busy, hold and clear hold conference caiiing and transfer. 

Some other functions (like speed dial, and cder-id specific messages) can be handled by 

an intelligent tennind. 

''A" makes a request to 73" 
A for a call. B has the option 

to accept or reject the call. 
In this case, B accepts, and 
the call moves to the active 

I state. 

Figure 5.3 Stage Two - Audio Cali 
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Descnbing the procedure in words, an audio caü would appear as follows: A mkes a 

request for an audio connection tu O. Figure 5.3 shows the information flow diagram 

showing a request and an accept message. This description is as sunple as they corne. 

The Message Sequence Chart (MSC) in Figure SA shows 6 messages interacting with the 

environment. This is an actual simulation of a call between two ITems. 

A typical phone c d  begins with the user picking up the handset and dialing the 
number. The fint message sent to the network is a request for a comection 
(Ec~Nreq). 

The network sends an acknowledgment (iücely ring-back though not necessarily), and 
begins the task of setthg up a cdl  (ackE~0~req). 

The next user-intervention period is when the responder is required to a m e r  the 
phone. They respond with an ESetupResponse message. 

The connection then moves to the active stage; the users c m  now communkate. Both 
terminais send an ~ctive~hannel~ message to their users (This could be the end of 

?The use of the reserved word Active in an SDL simulation is not allowed. Thar is why the active message is crcnially 
an A c r i v e C h e f  message. The author leamed this lesson rhe hard way, The same story goes for Connect. 
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the ~ g i n g  signal, or a popup window the screen indicathg the co~ect ion status) 

O When the conversation is complete. eiiher party can send a disconnect ( E D I S ~ ~ ~ )  
message. 

So far, we have lmked at a successful audio cal1 and discomect- The complete MSC for 

an audio connection is given in Appendix C, Simulation 1. 

Not ai i  audio calls are successful. If the user makes a cal1 to a non-existent 

number/terminal, the protocol handles this by indicathg that the message was not 

delivered. Appendix C, Simulation 2 shows a c d  to a nonexistent terminal. Other 

speciai cases that need to be handled are mechanisms for deactivating an intelligent 

terminal, in order to move it, or pefiom maintenance. 

The protocol also includes c d  forward, busy, no answer, and multiple connection 

capabilities (conference and transfer), ail of which will be explaiwd in the foiiowing 

sections. 

5.4.2 Cal1 Forward Unconditional 

An early value added telephone feature was the abüity to forward calls fiom one number 

to another. This feature can now be handled by an intelligent terminal, releasing the 

network of the obligation. 

There are two aspects to a c d  forward session. First, a user must decide to forward their 

number to another number (for o u  simulation, we forward B to 0. Second, an incoming 

caii has to be forwarded fYom one Iocation to another. 
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5.4.2.1 Setting Cal1 Fonuard 
Setting cali forward on an intelligent terminal is easy. It can be set by entering a number 

into a dialog box on a cornputer screen. This box could have a past history of cail 

forwarded numbea (an example of adding value to a feature). In the author's B.Sc. 

thesis [Duec94], a Macintosh ISDN application would interact with the user, ailowing 

them to set caii forward by indicating this in the dialog box, as shown in Figure 5.5. 

File : 
I 

i 

a 

Figure 5.5. Muchrosh Set Cal1 Fonvard Dialog Box (afer (Duec941) 

The only protocol commands that need to be supported are Setcm and ClearcrwD. 

The MSC in Figure 5.6 details the very simple procedure to forward terminal B to C. 

Figure 5-6 Set Cal1 Fonvard I 
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5.4.2.2 Cal1 Fonuard in Action 

The other aspect of c d  forward is the dynarnic portion of a c d  forward c d .  and is given 

in the message sequence chart in Figure 5.7. 

In the typical c d  fkom A to O, A sen& a CONreq to 8. B replies. instructing A to make 

a cail to a different numberin this case C. This message is C C O N C ~ W ~  with one 

parameter (number) containhg the number of another terminal. A then makes a second 

request, this tirne to C. 

Figure 5.7 lncoming Call Forwaràed fiom 8 tu C 
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5.4.2-3 Clear Call Fonvard 
Clearing cail f o m d  requires the same amount of effort as setthg caii forward. instead 

of a setcm message, the application program sends a C l e a r C m  message to the 

ITerm. This can again be accomplished through the use of a dialog box, iike one sîmiiar 

to the one used in Figure 5.6 for setting call fonvard. 

5.4.2.4 O ~ S ~ N - I I S  
Two observations can be made. Fit, even though c d  forward (0 cm be supported 

by the end terminal, there should still be support for a switch-based CFW so that it isn't 

necessary to actudy have an intelligent terminal plugged in to effect the CFW- 

Unconditional message; one nason for this is to '%ix c d  forward a number". Suppose a 

Company that moves its office across town, but still wants to keep its old phone number. 

They would want to "permanendy" c d  forward c d s  fiom the old preferred number to a 

new number served in their area. 

Figure 5.8 Call Fonvard Billing Scemrfos (a jbcai -hal ,  (b) Long 
Distance + Long Distunce = Local(?) 
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The second observation has to do with long distance biUing. Ordiaady. when you make 

a c d  (eg. h m  A to D). you pay the tariff (if any) to get the call to B. If B is cal1 

forwarded to some number in another region (eg. C) - it doesn't matter to you - O pays to 

carry the link f h m  B to C. BWng could be improved for users by allowhg the option of 

letting/making A pay for the complete Iùik to C, or at least giving them the option of 

canceiing the call mgut 5.8a). The scenario in Figure 5.8b shows the opposite situation: 

Two long distarice links which when combined make a local call. What should the tara 

be for this? Should that c d  be subject to long-distance charges (one way. both ways). 

local tariffs, or some other option? 

Charges could be made on a packet basis for the call forwarding packet messages 

between A/B and B/C and for the circuit switched c d  between AK. 

5.4.2.5 Cal1 Fonvard - Uncondifio~& Na Answer, Busy 
There are at l e s t  three variations of cail forward. Call forward unconditional is when a 

number is forwarded unconditïonaiiy. A cail is ''Cal1 fowarded- no a w e r "  (CFNA) 

after a predetermiaed number of rings (eg. 4), and is most commonly used to forward a 

c d  to a voice mail system. This feature requires no additional protocol commands, since 

the application cm count the number of rings, and forward (redirect) the c d  manually 

after the appropriate number of rings to ensure that the person is not at their desk. Cali 

forward-busy (CFB) occurs only when a terminal is already engaged in another voice call. 

This feature also may be emulated using the existing redirect features. The CFB feature 

cm actually be improved; this is explained in the next section. dealing with conference 

calling. and the availability of information in order to more inteiligently answer (or 
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ignore) important c d s ,  or to indicate a desire to speak with the caller as soon as the 

current conversation is completed. Cali fomard busy can thus be either eliminated, or 

more descriptive messagedstates can be communicated. 

In summary, c d  forward is a featm that should still be retained as a switch feature, but 

allow for end-user intervention in creating enhancements such as cail deflection and 

addi tional billing options. 

5.43 Coderence, Transfer and Hold 

Some of the most misunderstood and abused telephone features are conference and 

transfer. Most often their use is pcefixed with the familiar words, "I'll trawer you to 

Joe ... but in case I make a mistake. his number is ...". In most cases, we simply do not use 

these feiitures often enough to remernber the cornplex series of numbers, LtlQLdl, 

LConferencel and lTransfeTl buttons.' 

The DIUEN protocol supports user-oriented conference and transfer features. This is 

significant for two reasons. Fht, it again off-loads responsibility from the switch, and 

second, it allows the terminal to present a more informative and consistent user interface. 

In most cases, this terminal will be a telephone equipped computer. This combination 

should simplm the use of conference by means of a GUI on a computer and a menu 

driven interface. A popular feature in today's computer software suites is the use of 

wizards to simplm using powemil features. Microsoft Excel has a Chart W h r d  to 

? h e  complexity is magnifieû because of the many different types of PBX's. Take for instance, conference calls: On a 
Meridian PBX (At MTS Advanced), you press [CONF], dia1 the number. press [CONFj again. and you have a 
conference call. There is no need to ever press hold. Using a Cenaex phone, however. you have to press [HOLD] 
before conferencing failure to remember to do so results in accidentally terminating the call. Hence. the confusion- 
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assist in creating charts. A similar Conference Wizard feature would assist in setting up 

conference cds. 

The conference c d  pmtocol works in the foliowing way: Initially there is a 
O O 

standard audio (and perhaps "visual" in the not-to-distaot future) comection A A 
betweea two users (A and 8). 

A third party would enter the conversation either by request of A or B. or $% 
would request entry via the standard protocol, and then be added to the A A 

conversation. 

This whole analogy is similar to that which happens at a cocktail party. Two or more 

people are conversing, when it becomes clear that they need to talk to a (currently) 

uninvolved person ("Hey Fred can you c m e  over here for a minute?"). "Fred" joins the 

group, and the call continues on as usual. The other option is if "Fred" is waiting to join a 

conversation. because he wants to ta& to someone already in a difterent conversation - 

"Fred would stand nearby and, using covert actions or subihina1 motions, indicate to 

person A that he would iike to enter the conversation. This cocktail feature includes the 

ability to refuse a 3" person entry, depending on their identity. The c d  rejection could 

include a reason (''1'II cal1 you luter, I'm on an important call right now "). 

- 
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Figure the 

O makes a cd1 to A 

k r A  makes a cal1 
to c. 
Both calls are 
connected- 

5.9 Conference Call Function Diogram 

User A is comected 

to two calls, one which they onginated (to C), the other where they are the terrninating 

party (B to A). A is the obvious choice to "bridge" the caiis, since they are comected to 

both. In the audio realm. this is as easy as mixing or adding the audio signds. (However, 

in the video world, adding two distinct signals would resuit in a mess.) This functionality 

is supported by the Conferencejoinrequest (~C~F~joinreg) message. This message is 

sent to A's terminal, which provides the conf'erencing functionality. 
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Figure 5-10 gives the MSC for the conference CU. It is divided into three major steps. 

1 I 

the 1+2 c d ,  the iG comection, and the ensuing joining of 3 into the i+t caii. Simulation 3 

in Appendix C gives the complete coderence c d  simulation. 

One observation is this is a peer-to-peer situation. User 1 has joined the two separate 

caiis together. There is nothing to prevent 2 h m  creating their own conference using the 

i&3 feed and adding a comection to an additional Party. 

This, however wiii not easily work for video, which requins distinct signals. While 

audio caiis can easily be comected in a 'W fashion, as given here. video comections 

must aU be fully comected to each other, in order to ensure appropriate decoding of 

signais. 
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5.4.4 Transfet 

Transfer is another tri-party feature, though its implementation is effected in a manner 

similar to c d  fornard - except that instead of forwarding the cde r  right away, the band- 

off occurs afier making an active comection. 

There are two types of transfer: b h d  and consult Both features can be implemented 

using a combination of the primitives used in c d  focwitrd and conference. Transfer-blind 

can be seen as a cal1 fornard variant, while transfer-consult is similar to a conference cd. 

A makes a 
request to "O" 
for a caII-b 
accepts. 

Later,A transfers 
O to C 

Figure 5.1 1 shows the functionai transfer-blind diagram. User A makes a c d  to I); D will 

at a suitable time transfer the c d  from A over to C. 

The fmt part of the c d  is iike any normal audio c d .  The transfer part cornes in to play 

when an EXFRBreq (Transfer-Blind) message is sent from the transfer initiating terminal 

(A), to transfer B to another number (in this case, C). The complete MSC for a B h d  

Transfer is given in Simulation 4, Appendix C. 
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5.4.4.2 Transfer Consuit 
The transfer-consuit feature is similar to a conference c d ,  except that the conference 

onginator (8) drops out of the conference ahos t  as swn  as A and C are comected. 

From the simulation, the transfer feature is best implemented by an intelligent temiinal. 

not the switch. A transfer consult MSC is given in Appendix C, Simulation 3. This is the 

same MSC as a conference cail. 

5.4.5 Other Features 

There are many other features that have not been demonstrated because the goal of the 

DlUEN protoc01 is to show the ment of an Intelligent Terminal. They could however, be 

easily implemented. Two other unimplemented features are discussed next. 

Speed dia1 is a common feature available h m  the local telephone Company. Its feature 

set could be improved greatly by implementation on an intelligent terminal. In fact, most 

$20 phones have a ten number speed dial list, a feature that has already been implemented 

by a not-even-very-intelligent terminal. The first improvernent could be a simple diaiog 

box containing a List of the numbers. instead of having to keep track of a piece of paper 

listing names and numbers. The next level of speed diai would be an enhanced redial 

feature which would keep tmck of both the Iast (for example) 5 numbers, as well as the 5 

most common numbers caiied in the last month. A third improvement is the integration 

of an on-liw search capability - either fiom a local CD-ROM, or via an Intemet search 

engine such as AltaVista [AltagS]. 

- - - -  
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CaUerlD, on the other band, is a feature that is best implemented by the network and then 

enhanced by an Intelligent terminal. The caUerID is sent by the originating terminal as a 

parameter in a c d  setup (CONR~P) message. This @es each terminal the ability to send 

or block b own callerID. but aiso opens up the network to abuse by spoohg - claiming 

to be a different address. Clearly, then the network should perfom some khd of 

validation of the callerID. 

Three enhancements immediately corne to mind. Firstly, an intelligent terminal could 

provide a database lwkup on a local (or remote) database; for example, a salesperson 

with a large number of clients with a database containing his client records linked to the 

caUerID, such that when a client cails to check on an order. or some other item, the 

salesperson could have the terminal automaticaiiy display the client's record, dong with 

al l  their orders in the last month. This kind of functionaüty is alreitdy provided by 

$10,000 a seat packages such as VantiveMwant971 used in c d  centea. but bas yet to 

make any great saides in the consumer market- 

CalierID is an important part of a c d  center-help desk application. and can provide for a 

host of other features including call tracking, t h e  logging, incoming and outgoing c d  

records. billing and call referencing- 

Secondly. An Kerm Linked with CailerID could aIso impiement an individualized 

answerïng machine. One could have any number of different messages prepared for 

standard caliers. and Merent messages for one's spouse, fnends, and the boss. When an 

incoming caii is diverted to an a n s w e ~ g  machine (perhaps implemented in a 
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combination of a hardware and software), the teminai delivers the individualized 

message. based on the identity of the caller. 

A third enhancement is combining two existing telephony feittures ( c d  waiting, caUerID) 

to create a new feature4[~chw93]. Call waituig is one of the most successful features, yet 

it is also one of the most criticized, because of the way it intempts a conversation. 

Cornbining cailer ID and c d  waiting dows users the ability to make intelligent decisions 

about caiis. The oniy drawback to current technology is that the caUerID is transmitted 

during the pause between the first two rings of the telephone; au existing c d  means that 

the telephone is in the off-hwk state, and thus, does not ring. This is not a drawback for 

an intelligent terminal, which implements caiierID through the use of existing software, 

messaging, and some fotm of an intelligent user interface. 

In summary, some feaiures (such as speed dial) are easily implemented by an end user 

machine. and reaily have no business even king attempted as switcbbased fùnctions. 

However, other features, such as calier ID, need some switch support (to provide and 

ver@ the ID), so an application cm use the identScation to create vdue added services. 

5.4.6 Summary 

The audio portion of the Distributed Intelligence-User Empowered Protocol is very rich 

in features. and provides for an enhancement over the existing plethora of telephony 

features. A well written application could extend the feature set? while utiiizing the 

general commands that are available via the DIUEN pmtocol. 

Some view CallerID+Call Waiting (CIDCW) as a flx for an existing pmbIem. and not a new feature. 
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The protocol also has support for video and data services as weii. These WU be 

discussed in the next two sections, 

- - 
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Video services are a very important service offered by the Distributed hteiügence-User 

Empowered Protocol, because they make the protocol mily multi-media 

The impiementaiion of the video protocol is similar to the audio irnplementation, except 

for some variations in the parameters for caU setup and coderence c d s .  One variation to 

be researched is the conversion of the audio A H  to video APT. ls there are direct one-to- 

one mapping? What happens to a feature like c d  forwacding, or busy? 1s it acceptable 

to set up a video connection without a corresponding audio connection? What if you get 

fowarded to an answering machine? What type of negotiation occurs between two 

different terminais? Some of these issues will be addressed in the following sections. 

Much of the video protocol is vimidy identical. and most of the SDL code is very 

similar to its audio counterpart. Where appropriate, this wïii be noted and only portions 

which are different between the audio and video wili be afforded significant comment. 

5.5.1 Video Cal1 

A video call setup is identical to an audio c d  setup, except the parameter which sets the 

connecrion-type is set to video iostead of audio. The protocol is designed to let a program 

like a SunVideo or a CU-SeeMe [CuSe97] operate over the ATM network. The intention 

is not for the DIUEN protocol to implement the video protocol, but only to provide the 

c d  setup, disconnect and a few other features, while letting the latest in research work at 

providing the actual video displayed on the screen. It also provides the consumer for a 

way to "plug-in" a preferred video conferencing application. 

- -- 
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A video conaection begins with a request for a connection by one terminal to another. 

The destination terminal responds with a CONresp. thus creating a comection between 

the two terminais. From this point on, the application performs hinctions such as 

bandwidth handshakhg, matching terminal-type feanires (eg. stereo or mono audio, color 

or black & white video, etc.). Figure 5.12 shows an excerpt of a video co~ection. The 

connection request fiom Terni-1 -1 to Terni-1 -2 includes 4 parameters: the destination 

terminal (2). the iype of comection (2=Video), and two application-specific parameters 

for passing any additional values. A complete example of a combination Audio & Video 

connection is given in Appendix C, Simulation 5- 

At this point, a short digression is necessary. The present telephony network with its 

current switching technology is not well suited to a data-type of network. In fact. the 

whole comection-onented network architecture is built on the premise that the average 

connection time las& between 3 to 4 minutes [Davi96]. The growth of the Intenet has 

placed that premise in jeopardy; in fact. many connections now are measured in ternis of 
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%oursw, not minutes. The average connect time for customers at MTS Internet is 

approximately 13 -25 minutes5 Fros971. This increased comection t h e  is wreaking 

havoc with the telco's ability to pmvide the quality of service their customers expect- 

This opens the door of opportunity to higher bandwidth technologies such as ATM 

(Asyuchronous Transfer Mode) and ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line). An 

ATM network can bandle the increased bandwidth necessary to drive video co~ections. 

and also support a much higher throughput for data connections (though it does exact a 

significant overhead for each packet). ATM also carries voice connections. providing a 

viable upgrade path for the existhg network6. 

An end-to-end comection is estabiished by the control object. which then instantiates a 

video object, (much Wce a plug-in program). From hem, the application program is fiee 

to negotiate its own co~ection. comection bandwidth, Quality of Service and other 

video parameters as required. Under ATM, a protocol the application will very UeIy use 

is the RSVP (Resourcc ReSerVation Protocol) for bandwidth negotiation. 

nie RSVP protocol is useà by a host, on behalf of an application &tu 
Stream, to request a specijic quality of service (QoS) from the neîwork for 
parrtrrt~ular &tu streams orfiows. RSVP poils each switch along the path of 
a connectiun, asùïng for pariicular connection attributes. [BrZh96] 

Thus. RSVP negotiates "the best-deal-it-can-get;' and rems  to the calling application 

with the resulting bandwidth it managed to acquire. 

Baseci on m empirical study of modem utilization by MTS Internet on Dec 30. 1996. 

6~~~ could also provide similar benefits to ATM, though, because of lower bandwidth it may not be much of a 
factor. However. it provides flexibility and opporninity for inctementally implementing video and data services 
while not affecting the performance and implementation of the standard telephone network. 
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Termination of a video connection is handled in the same way as an audio connection. 

The user's interaction with the application dictates when ( W k ,  goodbye, I'li taik you 

luter") to send a disco~ect  message, which ends the video instantiation, and passes the 

D I S r e q  message on to the control object 

5.5.2 Video Call Forward 

An early development decision was determinhg if caii forward was to be handled 

globaily, or if it should be set for each type of bearer senrice (audio, video, data). Since 

having a data service forwarded was deemed unlikely (though possible), a global forward 

setting wodd not be feasible, creating the need for differential forwarding for each bearer 

service (audio, video, data). 

Setting and clearing c d  forward for video is the same as for audio. The protocol uses the 

same two messages: SetCFWD, ClearCEWD, except in this case, the parameter 

indicating the bearer type is set to video (=2) instead of audio. Again, an application uses 

a dialog box to aUow the user to set and clear cal1 video fonvard. 

5Sm3 conference' 

Video conferenchg is perhaps the most significaut multimedia extension in the protocol. 

However, there is some ambiguity when using the word conference. In this section. a 

video conference will means three or more people, just as in an audio conference. Its 

implementation. however, is radicdly different than under the audio scenario. 

'~ome ombiguity arises when using the word con/erence. In the audio realm, a conference cal1 implies three ot  more 
people participating in a c d .  In the video realm however. a video conference appears to mean any type of 
conneccion with nvo or more people, not three as in audio. But, for the purposes of this thesis, a video conference 
will mean rhree or more people. just as in audio conferencing- 
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When five people connect together in an audio conference, the £ive audio signais are 

d e d  onto the same charnel by a coderence bridge, because the human ear can 

distiaguish beiween the different people on the h e -  

a) Audio 

Figure 5.13 Cornpuring the Nwnber of ChanneLr in Multiple Audio and Video Connections 

The same canwt be said for the human eye, which mems that it is not possible to just 

add together two video signals to package and transmit to a third person-aii they would 

receive is a noisy picture. InsteaQ it is necessary to transmit video data on separate send 

and receive channels for each participant- This requires many of those hard-to-get high- 

bandwidth channels. Figure S. 13 shows a cornparison between the number of channels 

required for a 5-person audio-, and 5-person video-conference. The comparative 

thickness of the connections shows the relative bandwidths between audio and video. 

Though the ATM protocol is currently experiencing growing pains in impiementhg 

mu1 ti point-to-multipoin t (multicast/broadcast) capabilities, there are a number of 

proposed methods to solve this problem: the most common are using a multicast server 

to connect to each participating workstation, or using overlaid point-to-multipoint 
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connections [AUe95]. When these standards are fmalized, they should be implemented 

by the DIUEN protocol. 

Currently however, the DRlEN protocol implements video conferencing using the fully- 

comected appmach - a separate pair of charnels for each comection, with no 

optimization of channels for point-to-multipoint connections. One deficiency with <bis 

method is that without optimïzation, the number of connections increases as 0(N2), 

becoming a rather unwieldy 20 for N=S nodes (Figure 5.1 3b). 

One advantage of using multiple separate point-to-point co~ections is that no additional 

primitives need to be added to support video-conferencing between multiple nodes. Later, 

an ATM broadcast standard wiii enhance this feahue and simpliQ the connection setup. 

This may also be an advantage as many video conference sessions will involve a small 

nurnber of participants (eg. 2 or 3). 

5.5.4 Trader 

Video comection transfers are handled the same way as audio transfers. Again, as in the 

audio case, transfer-consult and transfer-blind are two special cases of the video 

conference c d .  The MSC is similar to the audio MSC (see Appendix C, Simulation 4) 

5.5.5 Hold 

Hold is a simple s e ~ c e  that works Lüce its audio counterpart The same two primitives 

(HO id, ~learHo ld) are supported-except the service-type parameter has been changed 

from audio to video. The MSC for a video-hold message from the user to the 

application is shown in Figure 5.14. The main SDL message in this MSC is the 
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EHOLD ( 2  , 2  ) message, which is a message coming from the environment (the user). to 

terminal 2, and creates a hold on service-type comection 2 (=Video). 

The irnplementation of video-hold is open to the application supporthg the service. One 

might envision a service providing the video window with a hold message overlaid on a 

fiozen picture, or the equivaleni of pressing ''pause " on a VCR. 

Tgure 5, I 4  Video HOU MSC 

5.5.6 Summary 

The video seMce supports the same types of services as its audio counterpart, though 

some features do not behave quite like their audio counterparts. One example is the 

conference capabilities. The protocol is designed to support, fiom a telephony side, the 

feature set for carrying on a video conferencing application written by third-party 

vendors. We can expect to see video services become more prominent as the price of 

bandwidth f d s  into the af5ordable consumer price range. 
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5.6 Data Services 

The third type of service the DIUEN protocol supports is a data service. This has no 

simple analogy to either the video or audio senrices. so the foiiowing discussion will be in 

a different format. W e  the actual packet stream may not look much different between a 

video conference caii and a data c d ,  to an ADSL connection or ATM switch, they are 

conceptualiy handled very differently. One could look at the video coderence as king a 

special case of the general case data c d ,  with certain quality of service parameters and 

bandw idth requirements. 

The ATM AAL5 layer provides the ideal service for data transport. It is designed to cary 

variable-bit rate (VBR) bursty data As such, it is ideal for transporting packet data (such 

as Internet Protocol packets). The transport of iP dows the data object to handle (both 

present and future) IP applications such as e-mail and the World Wide Web. AALS also 

supports comection-oriented s e ~ c e s  such as hle transfers and whiteboard screen 

sharing. 

But the merger of connectioa-oriented (voice. video) and connection-less (data) services 

is not without its perils. Momennim is building toward ATM, but some technical issues 

s a  remah. One serious problem is making network layer protocols such as IP work 

efficiently over a switched infrastructure. Current research is king conducted by various 

vendors such as Fore and Cisco [Gove97]. Even ATM itself is under siege, as gigabit 

Ethemet and faster routers become available. It wiU be important that the DIUEN 

protocol be independent of the underïying network protocols. 
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The possibilities are endless, given enough bandwidth. New applications will crop up, 

utüizing increased bandwidth. By operating as a protocol tunnel, the DRlEN will d o w  

new and existing applications and native-mode pmtoc01s to operate over the ATM layer 

directly. ADSL offea a moderate bandwidth appmach, givhg usea an Ethemet 

comection to the Internet. 

5.6.1 Connection Mode1 

The fuial two connections the DlUEN protocol supports are the Data and DataAAL 

connections. (The f i t  two were Audio and Video). Both cases have a similar c d  setup 

procedures to the audio and video comections. 

The Data connection is modeled after the sendmail protocol. A typical application for 

this would be voice-mail. InitiaUy, two terminals set up a control object (as in every other 

case), and then set up Data objects directiy between the terminals. The data objects then 

communicate in the typicai sencimail fashion, using the ''se tup, ReadyForMai 1, Data, 

BO~Y, ~uit" procedure. An exampie of this type of connection is shown in Simulation 

6, Appendix C. 

The DataAAL comection dso follows the same call setup procedure as the audio and 

video procedures (CONreq, CCONresp ... Instantiate o sub-process). Once a connection 

has been established, the application is fixe to send its own protocol and data "through- 

the-pipe." in any way it sees fit. The AALS comection is a direct ATM comection 

between two sources, and attempts to minimize the overhead involved in a comection. in 

fact, an actual implementation, will probably offer a subset of the ATM comection 
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procedures through an API (Application Programming Interface) so applications can 

operate over the AALS layer directly. Appendix C, Simulation 7 offers a detailed 

simulation which demonstrates the comection between two temiinals. Long c d  setup 

times could pose a probiem in this model. Typicaily, a setup would require lOms to 

mate a co~ection[Gove97]. But this is oniy for the f h t  packet. Over a typicai session, 

the first lOms becornes insignificant. This is much the same as in the current modem-ISP 

environment. where it talces even longer (eg. 30 seconds) to set up a cd. 

In summary, data services are very simple in the D m  model. The two services offered 

are a data comection, suitable for longer-tenn data such as voice-mail, and the DataAAL 

comection. which sirnply offers a direct comection to the ATM AALS layer. 
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6. Observations 
The DIUEN protoc01 has k e n  crafted to operate as similarly to the current telephone 

network as possible, in order to support backward compatibility. 

One assumption throughout is that ail messages are transmitted without error. Since the 

DRTEN protocol is an OS1 mode1 application layer (layer 7) protocol, this is a valid 

assumption. 

6.1 Applications 

The DRlEN protocol can be used in a number of situations. One situation is a "Pizza 

Pizza" type of application. A pizza delivery company may wish to have one easy-to- 

remember phone number (eg. 222-2222), and when a customer calls this nurnber, have 

the calied routed to the nearest location. The capability is available today as a feature that 

can be added in the central office. but it is a perfect opportunity for a lookuplrouting 

function that could easily be implemented by a compuier comected to the telephone 

network by the DRTEN protocol. AU that wouid be needed is for a simple program to cal1 

fonvard incoming calls to the nearest location based on their caUerlD. (This function is 

not available under t&e current N-ISDN pmtocol, since it does not support c d  deflection 

based on caüerID. 

Another possible application is the use of a DILTPJ equipped computer to act as a 

fuewail for the local telephone Company. Rules dictate thai telephone cornpanies provide 

connectivity and access to anyone who can show a need and competency. By allowing 
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prospective users access to the network using only the primitives that the DIClEN 

protocol supports, the telcos could use this as a sort of firewall to their network- 

The security of the telephone network is primary. Anyone h w h g  up to the network 

through this protocol should not be able to affect anyone else - damage should be 

restricted to their own terminal. 

Some of the emerging higher bandwidth technologies WU provide a medium for a 

distributed intelligence network. While ubiquitous ATM may be a stretch, a few 

technologies promise to leave the 28.8 modem in the dust. ISDN appears to be rising 

from its troubled legacy, and the new kid on the block is some of the xDSL technologies 

such as ASDL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line), HDSL (High bit-rate DSL). DSL 

builds on the telco strengths of (1) using their existing copper wire infiastructure, and (2) 

it is a switched wtwork where every connection (home) has its own direct connection to 

the switch (i.e. bandwidth is not shared among a group of users as with the cable 

scenario) IDavi961. 

The deployment of ADSL appears to be on the horizon (a tirne-he measured in 

months). An ADSL comection allows the deployment of intelligent terminals with a 

reasonable expectation of bandwidth. Video connections cm be deployed. The next step 

will be the inteption of a DIUEN protocol on the telco switches. in order to empioy the 

seamiess convergence of audio, video and data. But whiie tbis step may not be imminent, 
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at least usen wïii be able to cobble together their O W ~  coi.Iectious of audio, video and data 

twls, even if they are not initialiy integrated very weli with the telco switch. 

6.3 Testing and Verifîcation 

SDL provides a nch environment for testing and verifying code. As explained in section 

2.2.2.5, the SDT Validator ailows the user to verify the v&dity of a pmtoco1, through the 

use of either an exhaustive, or a random-walk search. 

Unfortunately, due to the use of Abstract Data Types (ADT) in the DRTEN code, the 

simulator was not able to process and vaiidate the code. Telelogic's SDT has a nch 

heritage, and includes many ADTs such as stacks, queues, linked Lists, and arrays. 

Unfortunately, Telelogic indicates in a small footnote in their documentation that the 

vaüdator wîil not validate any code containing ADTs of any type. This was not 

discovered until the completion of the design cycle, making a rewrite of the code to not 

include ADTs an extensive task. (This can be a task for a hihue project.) 

The DIUEN simulation was tested manudy, bugs were discovered, and corrected. The 

Message Sequence Chart simulations in Appendix C show the executions of the 

simulation, under various circumstances - an audio d l ,  a video c d ,  conference calls, etc. 
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7. Conclusions 1 Further Work 
A Distributed Intelligence User-Empowered Network (DRIEN) is a whole new paradigm 

for the telephone network. It brings on a new shift on the same order of magnitude 

brought on by the introduction of clientlserver cornputhg in the PC world bringing us 

among other things, Netscape and the World Wide Web. Aiready, the telephone 

companies are breaking down giant central switching offices into smaiier switches 

serving selected clusters [Chi196,p3], shifting the paradigm. 

The introduction of multimedia options to the telephone network dows  for the 

development of applications on a local temiinal, and speeds up prototyping and 

deployment. The triple convergence of broadcast, telephony, and the computer industries 

is creating a boom in the electronics industry. It also opens the market to competition to 

create and integrate telephony applications, whüe aliowing the teiephone companies to 

focus on providing increased bandwidth. However, the communication revolution wiU be 

scymied without broadband links to handle this new high speed mc. 

Telelogic markets a program caiied SDT that implements the SDL-92 language. We have 

k e n  using SDT to simulate and mode1 the DIUEN protocol which we developed on Sun 

workstations at T u b s .  We have perforrned various simulations in call setup and 

supplementary features for audio. video and data types of caiis. We beiieve the 

Distributed Intelligence User-Empowered Pmtocol is applicable for use as both a 

telephone network fuewall as weli as for implementing intelligent terminais. 
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Further Work 

The DWEN protocol as presented here is not a complete work. It validates the proof of 

concept that a distributed network paradigm has ment, and is a viable (and rnaybe 

necessary) alternative to the current centraiized, intefigent aetwork. The concepts 

presented here do not implement the complete feature set of a distributed network; 

however they are something to build on in a commercial product. 

Commercial development wodd require vaiidating and ve-g the protocol using the 

automated tmls h m  Telelogic. In order to do this, however, significant areas of the 

code need to be modified to d o w  their validation. Perhaps a more current version of sdt 

would remedy this problem as weU. M e r  validation. the protocol would need to be 

coded on a production system, and integration with the telephone network could 

commence- 
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Diagram Structure 

CoatrolObj % CreateBEAR 
Ini tiakectrl 

O* Data 
I <> DATAAAL 
-f17 Term 

Video 
Router 

Router 

Associated Documents 
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System DlUEN 

I Distributeci lnteiiigence User Empowered Network ,A 
-using 3 terminais, and a direct connection to each 

Data 

Router 

3 

I L( 
r 

envi) 

IA-~ubscriber - notation for makincr a cal1 
to another subscriber 

- 
6-Subscriber - erson bein called 
C- - Rird party (Er cent..) 
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r - ARP Signals - */ 
SIGNAL whoami Charstring), 4 

k 
youare(PhNum ype): 
/ - MISC */ 
SIGNAL ClrCFWD, SetCWD(PhNumType), 
CCONdwd(PhNumType): 
SIGNAL EHold PhNumType. BEARlnt), 6 ECancelHold( hNumT , BEARlnt). 
Chold(P1d). Ccancelho@ld). 
EUserMsg PhNumTy ,BEARlnt,CharString), 
CUserMsdPld. char&@; 
r - Call Setup Signals -*/ 
SIGNAL 
ECONreq(lnteger,PhNumType,Charçtnng), 
ackECONreq, 
CCONreq(Integer, PhNumType,Charstring), 
CCONind(lnteger,PId,PhNumType,Charstring), 
CCON resp(lnteger, PM), 
ECONconf(PhNumT e); 

1' - Conference ignals -*/ 
SIGNAL 

F 
ECNFRjoinreq(lnteger,PhNumType,PhNumType), 
CNFRjoinreq(lnt er.PhNumType,PhNumType), 
CNFRind(lnte e&. 
CN FRind2 ~13 Obiectlnstance). 
CNFRresp\BEARlntObjectInstance); 
/* - Transfer Signais - *f 
SIGNAL 
EXFRBreq BEARlnt,PhNumType,PhNumType , 
CXFRBreg)BEAAlntPhNumT ,PhNumType\. 
C X F R B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B E A R I ~ ~ . P ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  

!SIGNAL inhiator Pld), respondei; BPI~(PI~); 
/' - AUDI 6 Si nals ---- */ 
SIGNAL Setup. ~all&oceedin~, Proceedinglndication. 
ConnectX(lnt r,Charstring), 
~ e t u ~ ~ o n f i n n ~ n n e c t ~ c ) c n o w l ~ d ~ ,  
SetupResponse(lnteger,Charstnng), 

1 Setuplndication, 

I Setu$ompletelndication, 
ActiveChamel. PickuoRxr. 1 Busy. ~isconn&t2~~(lnteger); 

SIGNAL EDISreq(PhNurnT e,BEARlnt), 
CDlSre (0bjectlnstance),8lsind(~~d), 
~ ~ e t u ~ ~ e s ~ n ç e ( ~ ~ ~ ~ I n t p h ~ u r n ~ ~ .  

r1Chamn3!t P ?%DE0 SIG LÇ- */ 
SIGNAL VSetupConfirm. 
/'VideoOnScreen,'/ VSetupCompletelndication; 
P - DATA SIGNALS-*/ 
CLS;NAI RI? 
DATAack, Bo-- 

DAT 

DestClosed, RecipientHere,DSetupConfirm, 
OSetupCompletelndication; 

TRLabs, Winnipeg 
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Systern DlUEN Signallists(4) 

/' - Si nai List Collections - *l 
signallist%o-~out = whoarnk l! 
signallist Fr_Rout = youare; 

si nallist envi = ECONreq,PichpAxr,ESetupRes nse,ClrCFWD.SetCFWD,RecipientHere,ECNFRjoinreq, 
&OM; ~ ~ a n c e i ~ o l d ,  t ü S r  M F R B ~ ~ ~ , O ~ T ~ ~ I I A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , S E T ~ C ~ I ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
G ET-ON Profile. SET_DNP%I~, EUserMsg; 

signallist envo = ackECONreq,ECONconf.AcüveChannei,SET_CallAppQueue,SET_DNProfile; 

signallist To-Ctri = ECONmq,CCONind,CNFRjoinreq,CHoid,CCancelHold,CDISreq ,CXFRBreq,CUserMsg 
si nallist Fr-Ctri = CCONreq,ECONconf; 
dT€-Ctrl: bi-dïrectionai signallist - it cm be se rated'l 
signallist ETE-Clrl= C C O N ~ ~ , C C O N ~ ~ ~ , C C O R " ~ ~ ~ , B U ~ , C N F R ~ ~ ~ . C N F R ~ ~ ~ ~ , C N F R ~ ~ , B P ~ ~ ,  
CDISreq,CDISind,CXFRBreq,CXFRBreq2; 

signallist AudÏoenvin = SetupRes nse; 
signallist Audioenvout = Setupin 8" ication, SetupConfirrn, 
SetupCompletelndication. Proceedinglndiion; 

signallist AudioCtrI = Setup,CallProceeding,ConnectX,ConnectAcknowfedge,CNFRind2; 

signalIist Videoenvin = SetupRes nse; 8" signallist Videoenvout = Setupln *kation, Proceedinglndication,VSetupConfin,VSetupCompletelndication; 
signallist VideoCtrl= (AudioCtrl); r copied! laziness '1 

signaliist Dataenvin = RecipientHere; 
signallist Dataenvout = DSetupConfirrn,DSetu Corn letelndication; 
signallist Datactri = ~ e t u ~ . ~ e a d ~ ~ o r ~ a i l , ~ ~ & , ~ A f A a c k ~ o d ~ , ~ o d ~ a c i ( , ~ i  DestClosed: 

signallist DAALenvin = (Audioenvin); 
signallist DAALenvout = (Audioenvout); 
signallist DAALCtrl = (AudioCtrl); 

signallist CtrlAudioin = initiator,responder,BPld,CNFRind2,Cho(d,COlSind; 
signallist CtrlVideoin = initiator,responder,BPld,Chold,Cca~~:eIHold,CDlSreq~CDlSind; 
signallist CtriDatain = initiator,respnder,BPld; 
signallist CtriDAALin = (CtrlAudioin),CUserMsg; 

ü m y l  D. Dueck 
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Systern DIUEN 

;YiUTYPE PhNumType=lnteger 
EndSynTypef Later Change to A CharString! 

d M P E  DNPmfifeType 
STRUCT 
ON PhNumType; 
DNName Charstring; 
CFWD-Sub Bodean; /TF Subscribed */ 
CFU 6001ean; PCF Unconditional '/ 
CFNR Boolean; PCF No Reply */ 
CFB Boolean; PCF Busy */ 
CFWDNum PhNumType; 
ENDNEWTYPE: 

'NEWTY PE TELCAType 
STRUCT 
destnum Charstring; 
destname Chaistring; 
=NDNEWTYPE T ELCAType; 
1 
iewtype RoutTable 
Amy (lnteger, Pld); 
!ndnewtype; 

See SOL Methodolo p 40. Remotes 
have to be def'd in 3 P98cese/ 
IEMOTE PROCEDURE Get-DestPld; 
FPAR 
NOUT PhNumType, 
MOUT PM; 

a m  (Int r Integerj - ENDL&+E; 
SYNONYM AUDIO Inteaer=l: 
SYNONVM A Int er=li 
SYNONYM MAX&AUDIO Integer3; 
SYNONYM VIDE0 IntegerS; 
SYNONYM V lnte er=2; 
SYNONYM NIAXN~WIDEO lnteger3: 
SYNONYM DATA ln t y=3 ;  
SYNONYM O Integer- 
SYNONYM MAXNUMDATA Integer=lO; 

I SYNONYM DAAL Integer4; 
SYNONYM MAXNUMDAAL Integer=l O; 

I SYNTYPE BEARlnt=lnteger CONSTANTS 1 :E 
ENDSYNTYPE; 

NEWïY PE BPldArrayType 
a m  (BEARlnf Pld) ENDLEW~YPE: 

P ADT In SOL Manual - p 20771 t 
"#indude 'kt1 .pr"*/ 
U W P E  ObjectOescr r#NAME 'ObjectDescr" 
STRUCT 
SysVar SysTy,b#ct; 
Nurn PhNum ype- 
CPld Pld; PControi Pld'l 
M BPld Pld; PMy BPidW/ 
d ~ l d  Pld; Pûther CtrlPlde/ 
BPld Pld; POtherBearerT Pld-1 

3-0,4=AAL5*/ B BEARI~~IV = ~ u d i o , 2 = f l  
ENDNEWTYPE; 
*#inchde 'list2.pr'V 
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Block Type ITerm 1 (2) 

envii Temi m 

idaoenvout)] [(~trlVi*in)] Ï------ 
! 

L L 

R& 
1 (uataenvin) 1 
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Block Type ITem 

PREMOTE PROCEDURE ~etNum- PI^ 
:FPAR 

I i 1 ~ 0 ü T  PhNumType. 
I W U T  Pld: 

PR €MOT€ PROCEDURE Get-DestPld: 
:FPAR 

I IN/OUT PhNumType. 
IN/OUT Pld: 

REMOTE PROCEDURE Get-DNProfile 
I:mw 

1'-Proc's imported for Q mani ulation* 
REMOTE Procedure ~ e t ~ u m - h l 2 ;  
;FPAR 
I W U T  PhNumType. 
IN/OüT BEARlnt, 
INIOUT Ptd; 

PR EMOTE Procedure GetBear-B Pld; 
I:Fww 

I ÏwUT BEARlnt. 
IN/OlJT Pld: 

REMOTE Procedure GetBP Id-Obj; 
;FPAR 
I W l J T  Pld, 
IWOUT Objectlnstance; 

REMOTE Procedure GetObj-Bear; 
I;mm 
iwom PU, 
IN/OLJT BEARlnt, 
IWOüT Objectlnstance; 

P And now. for something âiierent - A Function retumin a value '1 
REMOTE Procedure 8 etQ; 
TFPAR*/ R m R N S  Queue; 

:**.* 
~EXPORTED - By the defining proc , (Terni in mis case) 
:IMPORTED - By the cafling proc 
1 CtrlOb in this case) 6 €MO i' E - By the bled< containing 
I both processes 
1 ie- (Iterminthiscase) 
l 
I 
if DCL similar to GetNum-Pld2V 
1REMOTE Procedure GetObjNum; 
~FPAR 
:IN/OUT PhNumType, 
;IN/OüT BEARlnt, 
:IN/OUT PRETURNS'f Objedlnstance; 

PDCL similar to GetNurn-P td2V 
REMOTE Procedura GetObj-Num; ' 
: WAR 
WoUf PhNumType, 
IWOUT BEARlnt, 
IiVOUT PRETURNS'I Objectlnstance 

Drirryl D. Dueck 
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I I 
L--,,,,,---I (-1 initialue 

CallProc ding Q 
Outg ingCallProce ding Q 

(resp0nse.p load) -P 

Wait ForCaIl Q 
Setup a 

destAudioPld Pld, 

01  Objectlnstance, 
response Integer, 
payioad Charçtng; 

ConnectA knowledge t 

Allow disco 

Darryl D. Dueck 
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Process ControlObj 

l MPORTED PROCEDURE Get-DNProfile; 
;FPAR 
INIOüT DNProfileType; 

/'-Proc's importeci for Q mani ulatbn*/ 
/+ oLD P R ~ C E ~ R E  ~ERNITPON 
l MPORTED Procedure GetNum-Pld2: 
;FPAR 
I W U T  PhNumType, 
I W U T  BEARlnt, 
IWOW Pfd; 
*/ 
IMPORTE0 Procedure GetNum-Pl&; 
;FPAR 
INOUT PhNurnType, 
IN/OUT BEARlnt, 
IN/OUT Pld; 
rRetums Plde/ 

/'IMPORTED Procedure GetBear-BPld; 
:FPAR 
INJOUT BEARlnt, 
INIOUT Pld; 

lMPORTED Procedure GetSPld-Obj; 
;FPAR 
INIOUT Pld, 
INJOUT Objectlnstance; 

/+ ~odifed by ODD to search on Bearer&CPld' 
l MPORTED Procedure GetObiBear; 
;FPAR 
INIOUT Pld, 
INIOUT BEARlnt, 
I NJOUT Objectlnstance; 

/+lMPORTED Procedure GetMyBPld-Obj; 1: 
INJOUT Pld. 
INIOUT Obiectlnstance: 

r And now, for something dïerent 
- A Function retuming a value */ 
IMPORTED Procedure GetQ: 
;/'FPAR0/ RETURNS Queue; 

IMPORTED Procedure GetObjJlum 
;FPAR 
I W U T  PhNumfype, 
IiVûUT BEARlnt, 
IiVOUT PRETURNSV Objectlnstance; 

1)arryl D. Dueck 
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Process ControlObj 

responder 
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'pose Channe ' I I 

: waitforack !O 
: - - - - - - - - - - - 8CALLER ID: 
LjIs myO!Num 

!correct? 

lum 

'Id 
Ibyc 

I l r iny l  D. Dueck 
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my$ref&~ld:=~flf, 
myO!ref! . PRING, 

my& m d : X L x  

------------------- 
:Prepare myO ; with the 
:items common to both 
lin / res 
L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

I > m y l  D. Dueck 
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Procedure I nitializeCtri 

DCL myON ONProfi 

; - -- -- - - - - - - -- - - 
UMAUDtO, ( 'Don't think this 

+lis needed anyrnore : ' --------------- 

Dar-ryl D. Dueck 
l997-03-29 
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'rocess Data 

Setup 

r-----------' 
:This is the heac 
;(From/To,PGP, 

DATAack CI 

Wait ForCaIl I 
I ; t - - -- - - - - - - - 
: [Or 'Recipient !net hare SENDER 

Bodyack 0 
Quit 

(data) 

's re data head a 
DATAack 

destDataPld Pld. 

* tore messag ' t 

Quit a 
(data) 

TRLabs. Winnipeg 
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W )  

-------------------- 
Multicast functionality 

:when ATM Forum UNI 4-0 is 

Process D 

Setup El 
ActiveX ç' ActiveHold 0 

Ccancelh d a Chold Q PTo ENV 'i PTo UNI ' U message i 
in payfoad' t 

ActiveHold 

Outg ingCallProce ding Q 

ConnectA knowiedge 

TRLabs. Winnipeg 
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- - 

Process Tem 
DCL 

SetupAndAudio(2) 
r-------- 
l ';= IAm, Num, NI, NS, N3 PhNu 
1 
I ' 3  Bearer Integer, Pl =A,2=V,3=D0 
I 
L ,,,-,,,,,, l 

DCL revealed 
m ON, newDN DNProfileTypq 

O 
rdeveaied OHS,~I 24-1 
DCL revealed 
CAQ, NewCAQ Queue, 
0 1  Objectlnstance; 

initializing i 

idle 

;Et h net address (or the like) 
1-Make Provision for 
~plug/unplugg the phone. 
L ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

D ary l  D. Dueck 
1997-03-29 

TRLabs. W innipq 
-A 18- /home/unixldduecWSDL/DiUEN/term.spr 
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1 Pracess Term Featurelnteraction(2) 
r"""""""""'"" 
:FEATURE SETTING 
;(SeUClear Call Forward, etc-) 

(NI, Bear 

Gtr-Cal pQu ET-Cali Queue G€T-DNP ile SET-DNP ite r< tF< r< F< 

Darryl D. Dueck 
1097-03-29 

TRLabs, Winnipeg 
-A 19- /home/unix/dduecWSDL/DIUENlterm.spr 
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:CALLE0 BV: Tem::Responder to check if CFWDU=set 7 !PARAMETERS: Nane 

i h - r y i  D. Dueck 
t 99 7-03-29 

TRLabs. Winnipeg 
-A20- /horne/unix/dduecklSDL/DiUEN/get~dnprofile.spd 
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Exported P rocedu re GetBPld-Obj 

01: irstlnQueue( AQ) P 

~CALED BY: Ctri::Discon 
1USES: Global Q(Queue) 
  IN PU^: Search (BPld) 
:RETURNS: Pointer to ûbject 
C-.----c------.-----------------.---- 

(faise) 

D m y l  D. Dueck 
l9c)i'-O3_2!J 

TRLabs, Winnipeg 
-A2 1 - /home/unix/ddueck/SDWDIUEN/getbpid-objspd 
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EXPORTED Procedure GetObiNum 1(1) 

:USES: Global BQ Queue; 
:CALLEDBY: Term::Hold/CancelHold, Tem::EHangup 
:Search Keys: Num, Bearertype ( A N D )  
MOOIFIES: None 
i~ehirns: Call Appearance Object (Objectlnstance) 

(false) 

1 

(false) 

I.):irql D. Dueck 
1997-03-29 

TRLabs, Winnipes 
-A24- /home/unix/ddueck/SDL/DIUEN/getobj-num-spd 
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Exported Procedure GetQ 
,"'-""-"-- - 
f ;/'FPAR;*I 1 \ 

;RETU RNS Queue;: !value returning Functions - See Behcet Safikaya p 144 
I 
CI,--.------.------------------------------- 

r"----"""--""'""" 
IUSES: Global CAQ (Queue) 
:kCAQ= Cal! Appearance Queue) 
! eturns: Ptr to CAQ(Queue) 

Drirryl D. Dueck 
1997-03-39 

TRLabs, Winnipeg 
- A 2 5  /home/unix/ddueck/SDL/DIUEN/getq.spd 
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Darryl D. Dueck 
1997-03-29 

TRLabs. Winnipeg 
-A27- komeluniddduecklS DL/DIUEN/router.sb~ 
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Process Router 

Exported 
Get-Dest Pld 

dcl f exporteci*/ RTbl RoutTab 
dcl index Integer; 

Uarryl D. Dueck 
1997-03-29 

TRLabs. Winnipeg 
-A28- /home/unix/dduecWS DLIDIUENlrouters pr 
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EXPORTED Procedure Get-DestPld 

Darryl D. Dueck 
1997-03-29 

TRLabs, Winnipeg 
-A29- lhomelunix/dduec WS DL/D IUEN/get-destpid-s pd 
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Complete Source Code 

Calculator I? button example 

D. Dueck, Sep 3, 1997 -B t - 



U of Manitoba / TRLabs 

Diagram Structure 

Hel10 World 
Block HeiioBIck 

Process HelioProc2 

Process SquareProc 

Darryl D. Dueck 
1997-03-29 

TRLabs. Winnipeg 
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1 System Square W )  

SIGNAL Num(lnteger), Answer(lnteger), Q 

D:~nyl D. Dueck 
1 C197-03-39 

TRLabs. Winnipeg 
-B2- /horne/unix/dduecWSDL/CurrTopix/square.ssy 
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Block SquareBlck l m  

. . 

SquareProc 

TRLabs, Winnipeg 
-B3- /home/unix/dduecWSDL/CurrTopi.dsquarebI~k~sbk 



U of ~Manitoba / TRLabs Calculator Example 

Process SquareProc 1(1) 
r-------- T DCL x,y lnteg 
I 
I I q 
I 1 
L,,,-,,,,,-I 

C I 3  
n 

Darryl O. Dueck 
i997-03-29 

TRLabs, Winnipeg 
-B4- /hornc/unix/ddueck/S D L K u  rrTopix/squareproc.spr 
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Appendix C 

Complete MSC Simulations 

1 Simulation 2. Cd to Nonexistent terminal 1 Audio-A2DNoExist.p~ 1 

Simulation 

Simulation 1. Successfd Audio Comect 

1 Simulation 3. Conference Call 1 conf.ps I 

File 

AudioCaiLps 

1 Simulation 4. Blind Transfer 1 ==PS 1 
Simulation 5. Combination AudioNideo Comection 

1 Simulation 6. Data comection MSC 1 Dataps - 1 

1 Simulation 10. Init Terminal 1 init00iy.p~ I 

Simulation 7. Data over AAL5 comection 

Simulation 8. Cal1 Forward Unconditionai 

Simulation 9. Busy (Audio) 

D. Dueck, Sep 3.1997 -C 1 - 

DataAAL-ps 

CallFWDU.ps 

bus y.ps 



process Term process Term process Router 

' 1 process ConlrolObj 

process ControlObj 



IA. 
O 











MSC SimulatorTrace 

Simutation trace 
enerated by 8 DT Simulator 202 4 

process Terni process Tem process Router 

false, faise. 0 .) 1 

'Id 







1 MSC SirnulatorTrace 1 
! 

























kt- 
#- 
+ $ 3  





MSC SimulatorTrace 
1--------- 1 
I I\ 
I t 4 I Simuiation 6. Data Connectkn 

Impiement a Data connecrion (Bearer Type 3) from Termt b T e n  2 
F(ie$Daîa.{mçclps) 4 

p- 
I process Router 

1 Router- 
4 

ECONreq 

p. 2. ' d o h . ~ ]  
process ContrdObj 

L 

process ControlObj 

CofltroIObj: 1. 'doh.at' 
process Da J 

process Data 

Data-1-8 ----T 



b 

Data 

Quit 









MSC SimulatorTrace 







rn rc) 

œ O 

0 
Q 











MSC SirnulatorTrace 
l Çimulaiian 10, Initiaike the 3 Terminais 
fi L E  initoniy.(rnsclpsIcmd) 4 

process Tem process Term procass Router p- Temi 




